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FREEDOM “Hands Free” Automatic Spray Unit

•	 Just	plug	and	spray
•	 Easy	to	use,	no	hard	wiring	required
•	 Works	with	Slide	aerosol	cylinder	products
•	 Save	money	and	save	time
•	 Operate	more	productively

The new FREEDOM automatic spray unit is easy to program and works autonomously from all your 
equipment. You just plug it in and spray. 

A proximity sensor placed near the mold cavity detects when the mold opens and signals the unit to deliver 
release. Nozzles can be attached with brackets (included) or optional magnetic mounting blocks. You are 
free to position them anywhere to spray release to any point, such as trouble spots in the cavity, the entire 
face of the mold, both mold cavities, or even to create a “cloud” of release between the cavities.

The extremely compact control unit has protective rubber feet so it can sit on any flat surface or mount 
directly to the machine. And it can be plugged directly into any 110V, 15 amp circuit.

The FREEDOM unit comes complete with an easy-to-program control unit, 10-ft spray hose and two nozzles, 
6-ft cord and proximity sensor, 5-ft tank hose, and 10-ft power cord.

Experience the true Freedom of hands-free automatic spraying with the new FREEDOM unit from Slide.

43200
43200M (optional spray head magnet)

A. “Valve-Up” Giant Aerosol Cylinder

This money-saving aerosol delivery system is a versatile 
spraying unit for use with or without automated or robotic 
equipment*. An operator can use a Slide cylinder with 
the Slide Handheld Spray Unit #43100M to create a self-
contained spray system. Each “one-way” disposable** 
cylinder equals approximately four cases of our aerosol 
porducts. 100% usable. Giant Aerosol Cylinders are 
offered in many Slide products. The Hand-Held Spray Unit 
(item #43100M) comes with assorted spray tips and 10’ 
hose. 

Additional tips with wider (fan spray) or more restricted 
spray patterns are available.
*	Not	installed	by	Slide	Products,	Inc.

**	Non-refillable	by	federal	regulation.	Please	check	local	 
regulations for proper disposal method.

B. Charge-It! Refillable, Rechargeable 
Aerosol

Extremely dependable, with an almost indestructible 
stainless steel and polyacetal construction, you can 
fill Charge-It! with liquid bulk product and charge with 
compressed air (up to 150 PSI). 

The aerosol spray valves and tips feel and spray similar to 
a regular aerosol and are simple to replace at very little 
cost. Various spray tips and valves are also available. 

43600

C. Air-O-Spray

This easy-to-handle unit is specially designed 
for use with Slide bulk products. It operates 
entirely on the atomizing principle. Air-O-
Spray has a combination internal and external 
action in which mold releases, lubricants, 
cleaners, etc. can be atomized at low pressure 
and low mist. Any air compressor providing 50 
PSI is ideal for this unit. 

42202
42203 (extra bottle & cap)

Sprayer And Metal Hose

Recommended for all of Slide’s products.   

43100M

Variable rate tips and valves, 
assortment of 6

For Charge-It! (43600) and Handheld Sprayer (43100M)   

43700

Spray Units / Delivery Systems

Add arms without adding bodies

Aerosol not included.
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